
What a big question to ask. Trust, far underrated by most, is such a precious
commodity, such a valuable characteristic, such a special condition. Trust supplies
so many rewards to both the one who trusts and the one in whom the other places
trust. Trust elevates the trusted one, while reassuring the one doing the trusting.
Trust marks a strong relationship, one that loves, cares, and endures. Trust, when
rewarded and fulfilled, feeds the soul, strengthens the spirit, letting us know that
we’re not alone, that we need not go it alone. When one can trust another, the fog
lifts, the depression dissipates, the heart and soul warm. Trust precedes love and
obedience.

When one cannot trust any longer, one loses hope, loses faith, loses confidence, and
loses health. Love grows cold, the heart unsteady, unsure. Eyes narrow, suspicion
reigns. Anxieties multiply, and fear grows. Anger erupts, rage to follow. Disbelief
undermines the speaker, undercuts the actor, attributing false motive to the pure,
while discouraging sacrificial service. Doubt poisons and then kills a relationship,
sowing disrespect, offending the well intentioned, silencing truth, isolating from
fellowship, and cutting off compassion. Despair rules.

God desires that you trust him. Of course, we should trust him, for God cannot deny
himself, as 2 Timothy 2:13 puts it. God remains faithful even when we are faithless.
God’s character, in which weakness does not exist, does not change, as Numbers
23:19 reminds us. God upholds every promise, even as we break promises left and
right. God is covenantal, assuring, guaranteeing. When he speaks, when his word
goes forth, it does not return to him empty, as Isaiah 55:11 reminds us. His word
accomplishes what it proposes, fulfills God’s purpose. As he plans it, Isaiah 14:24
confirms, so it is, so it happens, so it becomes. We, by contrast, in our corrupt
nature, appear feckless, spineless, untrustworthy. No wonder that the questioner has
no trust left, from human experience, from social, even familial, interaction. After
all, humankind’s first sin was to not trust God. How, then, do you think God feels
about humankind?

Yet, rather than reject untrustworthy humans, God rescued us from our
untrustworthiness, and from every other sin, at his greatest possible expense, the
sacrifice of his Son. God did so with only one condition to the rescue, which was
that humans trust God. Do you think that God was giving us a second chance? The



questioner’s problem, then, isn’t whether to trust humans. The questioner is
probably right in doubting that humans can earn trust from one another. We grant
trust more than earn it. The far bigger question, the eternal question, is whether to
trust God, when he alone has clearly, indeed utterly, earned it.

The one act that should convince another to trust, entirely and forever, would be if
another laid down life, gave up life, sacrificed life, died, to guarantee it. Trust
wouldn’t then be taking another at their word. It wouldn’t be taking a risk, chancing
that maybe the other didn’t really mean it, wouldn’t keep the promise. No, to die for
another resolves every possible question of trust. It’s over. Jesus is trustworthy.
Christ earned it. The Son died and rose again. Mission accomplished. It is finished.
God has nothing more to earn. God never had anything to earn for humans, having
created them for his paradise garden. Yet God proved himself perfectly reliable
anyway, when humans had no reason, and only their own sin, to doubt him. How’s
that for grace? How’s that for mercy?

Proverbs 3:5 says to trust in the Lord, and lean not on your own understanding. See
the mystery in this verse? You may not understand why you should do anything,
whether to trust God or trust humans, or trust no one at all and instead rely on your
own character and expertise. But the verse says to do it anyway. Trust God.
Christians call that trust-rather-than-verify stance faith. Jesus said that Thomas and
the other disciples had believed in his resurrection because they had seen him living
again, touched him, ate with him, stuck their hands in his formerly mortal but
now-healed wounds. Jesus then said that those of the rest of us who had not seen
Jesus living, God would bless for having believed. Trust him, God said. Believe in
him. Rely on him. Lean on him.

God earned our trust when he had no need of doing so, when only we had broken
trust, while he kept all promises. With no need for it, no debt owed to us, God did
the one thing that he could do to prove himself completely trustworthy, which was
to die for us, to send his Son in sacrifice. The questioner therefore no longer needs
to wait for God to prove himself trustworthy. God’s grace is available immediately
for the taking. And no one gets burned relying on God, relying on a promise that
he’s already proven in the most-expensive manner possible. Try him. You’ll never
regret it. God is the remedy for every broken human promise.


